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Question: 1

Which of the following statements is correct?
You need to modify the properties of the app in Qlik Sense to optimize it for devices that contain small screensA.

Qlik Sense can be accessed in any browser as long as you install the necessary plugins on the client machineB.

All users accessing a Stream will have the same access rightsC.

When you use Qlik Sense on a very small screen, you can make selections and navigate between apps, folders,D.
visualizations, and narratives, but you won't be able to create new content or take photos of objects

Answer: D

Explanation/Reference:

Qlik Sense automatically adapts to various screen types and sizes.
There is no need to perform additional installations when accessing Qlik Sense through a browser.
Users who access the same Stream can have different access rules. The rules are that they cause a certain group of
users to be able or not to do something and yet it is possible to parameterize particularities for each.
However, when the resolution is less than 480 pixels, there will be some limitations in creating new content.

Question: 2

 Qlik Sense Enterprise data architect creates and publishes na app to a stream and gives access to users.
• The users do NOT have access to Qlik Management Console;
• All dimensions and measures used in the app are created in the master items library
Which two actions can the users perform? (Select two)

Export the app from the hub and open it in Qlik Sense DesktopA.

Create charts using dimensions and measures from master itemsB.

Create a calculated measure for a chart and add it to master itemsC.

Export stories created in the app to a PDF or PowerPoint formatD.

Export the data model to a QVD format and load it into another appE.

Answer: B,D

Explanation/Reference:

A standard user, even with a developer license, may have some limitations if he cannot access the control panel (QMC).
To explain further, let's comment on each of the responses individually:
It is possible to export the stories in PDF or PowerPoint, as the user has access to the Narrative panel;
The idea is that an end user, even with a development license, does not have access to the " script " of the application.
Although he can create new screens from the master items. Once a user can access the script, he is no longer an
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ordinary user and at least a developer.
The creation of objects from the master items is a premise of using the end user with the development license.
Exporting the application for use on a Desktop is not possible, as this is done by the QMC panel, where the user does not
have access, as stated.
Creating master items is a developer premise, not an end user one

Question: 3

A business analyst creates a bar chart and realizes that the days of the week are not in the native language. The analyst
does not have permission to enter the data editor and change its content. The analyst only has a few minutes before the
meeting to demonstrate insights to the team. The business analyst wants to quickly customize the graphical object to
show the days of the week in the correct language.
What actions should the business analyst take to correct?

Change the dimension to a calculated dimension to specify the right data formatA.

Change the dimension to a calculated dimension using the Replace() functionB.

Change the dimension label to a calculated dimension using an If() functionC.

Change the dimension label using the Date() function to specify the right data formatD.

Answer: B

Explanation/Reference:

Attention must be paid to the conditions that the options give to answer this question.
The If() function, although it can solve the problem, will not resolve when used in the "label" of the calculated dimension.
Only if it were in the content of the calculated dimension itself.
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Changing the dimension to a calculated dimension and changing the format will not cause the days of the week to be in
the expected pattern. It is believed that it is in another language due to the software or parameter.
Changing the dimension label with date() function also does not resolve, because the label is the dimension name and
not its contents.
And while the Replace() function is not the best practice that exists, within the available options it would be the only one
that would solve the scenario.

Question: 4

A business analyst needs to add some images to a slide in a story in their personal workspace in Qlik Sense Enterprise.
What should the business analyst do to meet this requirement?

Copy and paste the images onto the story slideA.

Drag and drop the images onto the story slideB.

Use the image import wizard within the hub and add to the story slideC.

Upload the images to the media library and add to the story slideD.

Answer: D

Explanation/Reference:

The Qlik Sense server has security related to adding content to the application. The proper way is through its libraries,
which are accessed through the control panel (QMC). There it is possible to create new libraries and add images.
Once the image is available in the library, users can access and use it in the narratives.
Qlik Sense Desktop, similarly, needs images added to the application's documents folder as well.
It is not possible to drag, copy / paste freely, for security reasons.




